HW3: Using MS PowerPoint

The following instructions will help you create an MS PowerPoint presentation. When you’re done send the file to salhajba@cs.kent.edu

1. Create a 5-slide presentation that talks about you. In the first slide mention your name, your major, and what you want to do after you graduate. In the second slide, mention where you come from (like your hometown, your high school, and the like). In the third slide, describe your hobbies, and in the last one mention some of your favorites: books, movies, vacation spots, and the like.

2. Now, you have 5 slides, apply 4 different slide transitions (i.e. 4 different motion patterns from one slide to the next during the presentation).

3. In each slide you must have two items, the text box for the slide title, and the text box for the slide text. Apply five different text animation schemes (a different animation scheme for each slide’s text, do not animate the slide’s title).

4. The last slide talks about your favorites, so insert a suitable image there, and animate it such that it animates after the slide text box animates.

5. When you send me HW3, answer the following questions in the email’s body section
   
   a. How can you print 4 slides/page?
   
   b. How can you control an object’s animation such that it doesn’t happen unless the user clicks the mouse during the presentation?
   
   c. Can you insert an object inside the slide that would move you from the current slide to a different one? If yes, then how?

Please be exact and brief when you answer question 5.